In the White Oak River and New River Area, Anadromous Fish Spawning Areas are located in the following counties:

- Carteret
- Jones
- Onslow
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Anadromous Fish Spawning Areas (AFSA)
- **°** latitude/longitude point
- **▲** boundary line
- **□** coastal AFSA waters (MFC)
- **تين** joint AFSA waters (MFC + WRC)
- **▲** inland AFSA waters (WRC)

- MFC and WRC rule identification are located with water body names.
- Marine Fisheries Commission (MFC) AFSA rule boundaries are in 15A NCAC 03R .0115.
- Waters in both MFC and WRC jurisdictions are id'd in MFC rule.
- Wildlife Resources Commission (WRC) AFSA rule boundaries are in 15A NCAC 10C .0603.
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